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Stefan Turcu is a PhD student at the Doctoral School in Political Science, University of Bucharest. He is currently working on a thesis about the rebirth of civil society in Romania after 1989. He has convened seminars for the courses of Political Mythologies, Foreign Policy of Romania and Introduction to Political Science. Stefan has also been working as a journalist since 2008 – first at the ProTV and then, since 2011, at the Digi24 news channel. He is the editor in charge of 10 TV shows. He has also worked as a special reporter for different historical campaigns and is a story writer for the most important documentary festival/hub in Romania, for the docuart.ro, and a republica.ro contributor.

Consciousness and the Art of Writing

In this lecture, I will address a well known topic, but also a less researched one: the memories/diaries written and published by various Romanian intellectuals before 1989. I will point out how both pro and against communist regime public figures writings shaped the social and political sense of consciousness of the Romanians and which mechanisms were used in the process of writing under censorship and the “Securitate” threats.